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Introduction

Methods

Traditional laboratory techniques for the diagnosis of bacterial infections, consisting of
species identification (ID) and antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST), require time
intensive culturing and phenotyping steps which can take days, delaying appropriate
therapy during a critical time in patient care. The availability of high quality and low-cost
rapid DNA sequencing -- as provided by recent advances in nanopore sequencing -- has
the potential to transform infectious disease diagnosis with the use of whole genome
sequencing (WGS). In previous work, we built a bioinformatics pipeline for species ID
(Keynome ID) and a machine learning system for genomic AST prediction (Keynome g-AST)
for performing these tasks from WGS inputs; when paired with our sample preparation
technology this process provides pathogen ID and AST diagnosis from whole blood
samples in hours instead of days.

Sample selection: For ID we selected 3 - 5 bacterial strains from each of 50 species; for g-AST we
selected 10 strains from each of 10 species. In each case, we developed a custom selection algorithm
to select a diverse set of strains for each species – for ID it maximized phenotypic diversity with respect
to antimicrobial resistance/susceptibility (AMR/S) profiles across all drugs for which AST results were
available. For g-AST, the objective was extended to also maximize genomic diversity as well as the
number of AST results available per strain.

Here we assess the differences in performance of these algorithms when Illumina shortread versus ONT long-read WGS data is used as input. Bacterial isolate strains across
multiple species were selected based on phenotypic and genotypic diversity and genomic
DNA was sequenced on both platforms. We report a high degree of concordance for ID
(99.4%) and AST (97.7%) between the two sequencing platforms, demonstrating the
suitability of ONT sequencing to support such applications.

Prediction and performance evaluation: For species ID, the Keynome ID algorithm predicted a single
species for each sample which was compared to the phenotypically determined species. For g-AST,
Keynome g-AST used the known species identity to make binary AMR/S predictions (susceptible versus
not susceptible) for all drugs where the model had previously exhibited high performance.
Notes:
• Keynome g-AST models are trained on Illumina data, making this concordance task a critical
assessment of the models’ ability to generalize to long-read data.
• The Guppy v3 base caller was used for the ID assessment, while Guppy v4 with an additional error
correction step (via canu) was used for AST assessment
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However, it should be noted that on the g-AST task, for all but one of the small number of
discordant predictions, the prediction from Illumina sequencing was correct and that from
ONT was incorrect when compared to ground truth, suggesting further improvements in
long-read accuracy would still be beneficial. We are currently assessing whether Guppy v5
or other rapid error correction methods could bridge this remaining gap.

Sample processing: Isolates of all strains were cultured and DNA extracted. This DNA was then
prepped, sequenced, and base called on both Illumina (short read) and ONT (long read) platforms.
Basic QC metrics to ensure sufficient sequencing yield, quality, and lack of contamination were
computed and samples that failed to meet these criteria were reprocessed as appropriate.

Results: species ID

Results: g-AST

We analyzed 168 strains across 50 species, and found that paired species ID predictions
from long- and short-read sequencing were 99.4% concordant (167/168 samples). The
lone error came from a sample that was predicted to be Enterobacter cloacae with
Illumina sequencing but Enterobacter hormaechei with ONT sequencing. These two
species both belong to the “Enterobacter cloacae complex” or closely related organisms,
making the predictions concordant at the complex level, though not at the species level.

We analyzed g-AST predictions from 35 models for species-drug combinations across 9 species and 15
unique antimicrobial agents, making predictions on 10 strains per species for all drugs where a highperforming model was available. This resulted in a total of 350 unique predictions, which were 97.7%
(342/350 predictions) concordant between long- and short-read sequencing data.
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Discordant predictions did show some tendency to cluster by species-drug combination, indicating that
some of the discordance might be related to specific models failing to generalize. Though, when
compared to ground truth, 7 or the 8 discordant predictions showed correct Illumina predictions and
incorrect ONT predictions.

